
Keep going until you have created … 

Muscle Memory! 
 

We’ve all heard of automatic pilots, robots, 

and computer programs. The idea, in the 

development of these innovations, was to 

create a predictable result without the 

interference or threat of human 

inconsistency!   The automatic pilot never 

suffers from fatigue. The robot doesn’t have 

to wait until it’s motivated to perform its 

task. A computer program has no 

relationship issues to contend with! All are 

programmed to deliver a reliable and 

successful result time after time … so what?! 

 
I was recently listening to a speaker talk about a young indigenous Australian basketball player 

who went to try his luck in the big league … the NBA in the USA. In 2012 Patty Mills led the 

Olympic Games in scoring when he averaged 21.2 points per game with the Australian national 

basketball team, the Boomers. At the age of just 24, and with much promise, he signed with the 

San Antonia Spurs in the NBA.  

 

He spent the first couple of years struggling for court time and became very proficient, and all 

too well known, as a bench-warmer and towel thrower. This was not the reputation he wanted, 

so he chose to do something about it. After the 2013 season he decided not to return home to 

Australia but stay in the USA and train hard for the four month off-season. In that time he 

worked harder than everyone else … he became fitter, stronger, leaner and more skilled. When 

the 2014 season came around … he was ready. He was a different player … he dominated the 

competition and was a standout contributor in the Spurs successful championship winning 

season. What had changed? 

 

He was interviewed after the season and asked 

what the difference was between his 2013 and 

2014 season. His reply was, ‘I didn’t notice the 

difference … it was just muscle memory!’ 

Wikipedia defines Muscle Memory as a form of 

procedural memory that involves consolidating a 

specific motor task into memory through 

repetition. Patty kept doing the work over and 

over again and the results just came. He did 

nothing special except for working harder than 

the other players in the off-season. 

 

 

 

 



You will consistently deliver your worst practised habit! 
Great Australian 1500m swimmer Kieren Perkins talks about the same concept as he describes 

his lack lustre semi-final performance that somehow miraculously qualified him for his gold 

medal swim in the 1500m final at the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games. 

 

He had been struggling badly with form leading up to the semi-final … his confidence was low 

and his self-talk was negative. As he was swimming in the semi-final he had mentally given up 

and was even thinking about how he would justify to the media having missed a place in the 

final. The only thing that got him through to the final was, as he describes it, his ‘worst practiced 

habit’. It was the hours, the days, the months and the years of disciplined practice that had 

completely created muscle memory. This allowed him to perform at his predictably high level … 

even though, at the time, he was in mental and emotional turmoil. Kieren went on to win the 

1996 Olympic gold medal in Atlanta, all because of … muscle memory. 

 

You may not want to be an NBA basketballer or an Olympic gold medallist but I bet there is 

something you want to achieve in 2016 and in your life. Am I right? All it will take is muscle 

memory! The good news and the bad new is that, right now, muscle memory is already working 

in your life … either for you or against you.  

 

If you’re consistently putting off exercise or automatically going to bickie or chocolate jar … 

muscle memory is working against good health. If you consistently spend money you earn on 

things you don’t really need … muscle memory is working against you creating financial 

strength. If you predictably look for doing what’s comfortable as opposed to doing what’s 

necessary … muscle memory is working against you achieving - pretty much - anything you 

want. All you need to do to create positive muscle memory is to consolidate a specific motor task 

- you want -  into memory through repetition. 

 

Do you want good health? Of course you do …then simply 

practice daily repetition of the motor tasks you want to 

consolidate to memory. That is; eating breakfast, drinking 

water, daily exercise, positive thinking. Do you want 

financial success? I know you do … then simply do the 

things that will create positive muscle memory. Things like; 

saving every month, spending carefully and getting into a 

daily habit of generating additional income streams. Do 

you want to learn more? TV won’t do it, but it will create a 

muscle memory for failure. Instead; read more, listen more and study more of the things that 

will create a muscle memory to predictably deliver desirable result! 

 

Do you want to be a published author, a marathon runner, a successful business owner and/or 

have a lovingly happy relationship? You may think it’s beyond your reach and out of your control, 

but that’s only because you’ve consolidated the wrong motor tasks into memory through 

repetition. Find a mentor, get some proper guidance and discover which motor tasks will create 

the right muscle memory to deliver the predictable result you want. 

 

I’ve just realised I’ve written yet another blog saying the same thing as I 

always do … just in a slightly different package. There is a clue for you here! 

Becoming successful is not pretty, glamorous or easy … but it is simple. Just 

like Patty Mills, when you spend a short period of time in serious pursuit of 

practising and repeating the right motor tasks you will predictably become 

successful. Then when you’re asked what was the difference? You’ll be able 

to answer … I didn’t notice any difference, it was just muscle memory. 
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